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Home Shopping TV Goes to the Dogs

Cat and dog populations are growing at a faster rate than the human population. Apparently, QVC and HSN
see this trend as a niche opportunity for TV retailing.
This report profiles two sample pet product shows from HSN, plus two from QVC.
During presentation of some of the products featured in these shows, quantity-sold was not shown or stated
(usually an indication that those products did not do well in terms of sales). However, some of these pet
products in these same shows produced impressive sales rates…from $3,000 to more than $7,000 per minute.
Most of these products fell within a $15--$40 price range…price points we have not historically been wellsuited to handle at Shop At Home. (However, such products might be packaged together and sold as sets to
achieve a worthwhile dollar transaction.)
Over the past 2-1/2 years, we have seen HSN and QVC broadcast pet product shows at a frequency of
approximately 2—4 hours per quarter. Our competitors apparently treat pet products as a specialty niche
category, in much the same way that they infrequently but regularly offer Coins, Sewing, Scrapbooking, and
Workshop shows.
Our experience with Coins and other narrow categories at Shop At Home has shown that it is possible for our
network to profitably offer smaller niche-market products with greater frequency than our competitors. Pet
products could potentially represent a similar opportunity for us.

Pet Population Growth
By the late 1990s, Americans came to own more pets than cars. A 1996 survey from the American Veterinary
Medical Association (AVMA) reported that the nation’s companion pet population (cats, dogs, birds, and
horses) numbered 129 million.
According to a 2000 survey from the American Pet Products Manufacturers Association (APPMA), 62% of U.S.
households own a pet, up from 56% in 1988, the first year that the APPMA conducted a national survey.
47% of all households in the U.S. own more than one pet. And the number of multiple-pet households is
increasing. According to AVMA surveys, the average number of dogs in a dog-owning household was 1.51 in
1987, rising to 1.69 dogs per household in 1996. The average number of cats in a cat-owning household was
1.95 in 1987, rising to 2.19 cats per household in 1996.

Pet Retail Spending
Depending on which organization’s survey you reference, American pet owners spend between $460 and $527
on their pets annually, on average.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, American pet owner spending is allotted as -- 44% on pet food,
27% on Veterinarian services, and 29% on pet purchases, supplies, medicines and other pet services.
Among pet-owning households, more money is spent on pet food annually than wine, over-the-counter drugs,
candy, and TV purchases.
An article from AC Nielsen offers a higher estimate…that pet owners may spend a total of approximately
$15,000 on their pet, over the pet’s lifetime.
Note the total U.S. spending trends below on Pet Foods & Products, as reported by the American Pet Products
Manufacturers Association (APPMA).
U.S. Pet Food & Product Sales

Numbers published by AC Nielsen estimate that spending on pet services adds a further $100 billion annually
to the national pet-spending total.
The percentage of pet ownership varies according to household income levels. We see pet ownership of 48%
among households of annual incomes less than $12,000. Pet ownership rises to 61% among households with
annual incomes between $25,000 and $40,000, and rises to 65% among households with incomes exceeding
$40,000.
According to an article from New Strategist Publications, aging households are the biggest pet spenders, as
Seniors increasingly turn to pets for companionship.
Accordingly, this trend becomes more significant as the baby boomer generation moves into Senior status. By
2015, as the majority of baby boomers pass retirement age, 20% of the U.S population will be over age 65.
(In fact, among all peoples of the world throughout all of human history who have ever lived to the age of
65….half of this group are alive today.)
Pet-owning married couples without children at home (empty nesters) spend 30 percent more than the average
pet owner on pets.
Breaking out specifically by age category, those aged 45 to 54 spend 40% more than the average pet-owning
household to pamper their pets, while those aged 55 to 64 spend 26% more than average.
According to figures from the Federal Reserve, the $30 billion (annual) pet industry is growing at a rate of 7%
per year.
When Nestle acquired the Ralston Purina group in 2001, analysts noted Pet Food Institute reports that dog &
cat food sales have been growing at a faster annual rate of 6.5%, compared to the sales growth rate of less
than 2% for human food (at-home & eat-out combined).

Gifts for Pets
According to the APPMA, a majority of pet owners buy at least one gift for their pets annually…usually for
Christmas, as well as gifts not tied to any particular occasion.
In a 2001-2002 survey, 79% of dog owners reported that they bought their pet a gift during the year. More
than half were Christmas gifts. 26% of dogs also receive birthday gifts. That same survey reported that
women were more likely to buy a gift for their pet (81%) than their male pet-owning counterparts (69%).
From a New Strategist Publications survey, 28 million dog owners and 37 million cat owners purchased gifts
for their pets at least once a year. 10 million dog owners celebrate birthdays (including birthday cakes, singing
Happy Birthday, and a party with “doggie friends”.)

An article from Tribune Media services quoted pet owner Michael Moreno of Chicago – “I give Malo, my black
Lab, gifts for Christmas because he’s like a child to me. He is there for me night and day, so why wouldn’t I?
I know he would do the same if he could.”
I recall a Christmas in which our gift opening session ended with my grandmother glumly observing – “No one
brought a Christmas present for Cookie.” Cookie was my grandparent’s Schnauzer, whom they referred to as
my sister. Their motto was – “Love Me?…Love my Dog.”
Overlooking a friend or relative’s pet at Christmas could be viewed similarly to overlooking one of their children.
When making a list of gift recipients to shop for, many people might not think to include the pets of the people
on their list.
A testimonial from someone who felt hurt by this kind of oversight during a previous Christmas might raise
awareness of the idea, and spur additional sales.

Pet Types
From a 1996 survey conducted by the AVMA, their national pet census included 59 million cats, 53 million
dogs, 13 million birds, 4 million horses, 6 million rabbits & ferrets, 5 million rodents, 3.5 million reptiles, and 56
million fish.
The APPMA bases their breakout counts of pet types on pet households, rather than pets.

The AVMA reports a particular growth trend in “lower maintenance” pet types.
Based on their comparison of 1991 to 1996 figures, the AVMA records -- A 188% increase in Ferret ownership,
a 132% increase in Fish purchases, a 125% increase for Lizards, a 42% increase in Hamsters, a 34% increase
in Turtles, and a 30% increase in Guinea Pig ownership.

Royal Treatment for Pets on HSN
For pet product shows seen on HSN and QVC, the hosts and vendor reps selected are pet owners
themselves. And, they often bring their own pets on to the set.
Chris Scanlon hosted the two HSN shows profiled in this report. In our first show, she brought her dog Idshi,
shown below.

For this show, HSN used their Patio Room set.

Lorenzo Borghese (who would later appear on a season of “The Bachelor”) was the on-air rep for his Royal
Treatment line of pet products. We have often seen his mother and brother on HSN, representing their Perlier
and Elaria Bath & Body lines. Lorenzo did not bring his dog Belle, but HSN showed us a photo.

Lorenzo was joined by his sister Ilaria, halfway through the show. She owns 5 greyhounds.

The 2-piece shampoo and spray conditioner set shown below are offered in Honey Oatmeal or Fresh Currant
scents.

This set was sold on the virtue of comfort for the pet. While other products on the market also have pleasant
fragrances, some of their foaming ingredients, such as phosphates, can contribute to skin dryness, rashes, and
itching.
Lorenzo suggested that your pet’s comfort could result in better behavior, and that bad behavior is often due to
a pet’s discomfort.
In addition, use of this shampoo and spray-on conditioner could save you money by reducing the frequency of
bath needs and expensive groomer visits.
Like any H & B line, this presentation also used Before & After shots.

A great deal of attention was paid to the ingredients in this shampoo and conditioner set…all natural, with no
harsh chemicals. These ingredients were displayed in vials and cups presented on a silver platter.

These natural ingredients were also listed in screen graphics for the Honey Oatmeal shampoo and conditioner.

The ingredient mix and the fragrance also make this shampoo and conditioner appropriate for human use. The
vendor illustrated by spraying the conditioner on his own skin and smoothing it in.
This is a theme we saw throughout the show.

Full screen graphics were used again to list the benefits and ingredients of
the Fresh Currant version of the conditioning spray.

The larger set option shown below includes –
•

The shampoo and conditioner presented previously, plus…

•

A pet Odor-Free Spray, which in addition to spraying on your pet, can also be applied to carpet,
upholstery, linens, and pet beds.

•

Liquid Breath Mint Spray for your pet.

•

A Fresh Currant scented candle, matching the scent of the shampoo and conditioner.

Lorenzo and Chris suggested that this set could be an appropriate gift for friends or relatives who live in homes
offensively permeated by strong pet odors.
Again, full-screen graphics were used for features and benefits of the Odor-Free Pet Spray.

Lorenzo suggested that by using the products in this set, your pet could become your room deodorizer. And
you would enjoy the scent so much, you would want to burn the matching candle as well.

The pet breath spray benefits your pet’s teeth as well as neutralizing breath odor. And it is appropriate for
human use as well…as Lorenzo demonstrated by spraying into Chris’ mouth.

A sales total of 1,140 units was shown at the end of the 15-minute presentation of this pet grooming set.
This airing of Royal Treatment for Pets was the second broadcast of this show on that date. Therefore, if we
assume that this sales total was a composite for both shows (a customary practice from QVC and HSN) it
would represent a sales rate of $1,387 per minute for this grooming set.
This isn’t an awful performance, based on reports that HSN considers $1,200 to $1,500 per minute on
weekday presentation to be sufficient for a return visit in the future.

The disposable wipes shown below are for cleaning your pet’s paws and ears.
Consider all the distasteful things you pet can step in. Then consider what happens when you pets lick their
paws to clean them.
These wipes are a healthier and more pleasant alternative. Aloe Vera in these wipes also gives them a limited
medicinal value.

You can use these wipes on yourself or your children, as Chris and Lorenzo demonstrated (there’s that “good
enough for humans” theme again).
1,000 sold out from two 5-minute presentations ($1,295 per minute)

The Flea Zapper is a healthy alternative to the harsh chemicals found in liquid pesticide treatments or flea
collars. And, unlike those treatments and collars, the Flea Zapper is a 1-time purchase. A gentle electric
current from a battery kills fleas as you comb your pet’s hair, but is unnoticed by the pet. Lorenzo
demonstrated on himself, and reported that he did not feel a thing.

To the pet, it almost feels like getting a massage. We have seen demonstrations in the studio and on B-roll in
which the pet goes to sleep while the product is being used.

435 Flea Zappers sold in two 5-minute presentations. ($1,085 per minute)

These pet treats are made from all natural food ingredients, and are healthier than other things owners might
reward their pets with. And, they are packaged for gift giving.

The cat treats are made with freeze-dried salmon fillet. Although it is a common practice in the pet food
industry to include fish bone and skin in cat food, these treats do not.

In presentation of the dog treats, Lorenzo once again displayed the product ingredients on a silver platter,
including -- eggs, apples, peanut butter, yogurt, carrots, oatmeal, and molasses.

Note: During presentation of these treats, Lorenzo donned a chef’s hat. In response, HSN host Chris Scanlon
said – “Maybe you could be on the Food Network.” Lorenzo answered – “I think I’d be great on the Food
Network.”

_________________________________________________________________________

These treats are manufactured to human-grade quality…which everyone demonstrated by snacking on doggie
treats on the air. HSN sold 630 in two 5-minute presentations ($942 per minute).

Lorenzo and Ilaria pointed out that a collar is the only garment your pet wears. Therefore, why not make it
fashionable with rhinestones? Depending on the size, these Royal Treatment collars carry between 45 to 93
rhinestones. They come in a jewelry box, suitable for gift giving.

These pet beds are covered in a real French Toile in a 12 oz. weave.

Offered in two sizes, they accommodate most pets.

The cushion is removable, and machine washable.

The cushion rests on top of another layer of foam padding. Once again, a human demonstration places Chris
in the pet bed.

 Click to play Royal Treatment for Pets on HSN – 1 hr.

Pampered Pets on HSN
This second HSN show sample aired more than a month before the show reviewed previously.
HSN sold 960 of this earlier version of the multi-item grooming set (shown below, available at that time in only
the Honey Oatmeal formula) in two 13-minute presentations….a sales rate of $1,347 per minute.
In most shampoos, phosphates and foaming agents are responsible for irritating pet skin. Instead, these Royal
Treatment products include skin-soothing ingredients such as aloe, jojoba, and Shea butter.

We have seen ionizers sold on HSN, QVC, and Sharper Image infomercials. These air cleaners use ionization
to freshen room air and remove odors. That same ionization effect is used in this pet brush to remove odors,
and groom your pet’s hair.

The most common effect of using this brush in the studio and on B-roll appears to be doggie drowsiness…as
demonstrated by the HSN pet model seen below, Chloe. The pets obviously do not mind the massage. Using
the brush was pitched as an opportunity to give your pets attention, and spend some quality time with them.

We saw HSN sell 1,430 Ionic brushes priced at $31.50 in two 8-minute presentations in May ($2,815/min.) and
723 units sale-priced at $19.50 in a 10-minute presentation in June ($1,409/min.).

A fashionable pet carrier allows you to see your pet, and your pet to see you, through the semi-transparent
zip-up sides, front, and back. In addition, it gives you a means to buckle in your pet to a car seat, for safety.

These lambswool beds are overstuffed with a cotton & poly fill. However, some cedar chips are mixed in as a
natural insect repellent. The covers are removable and washable. And they are comfortable enough to draw
your pet off of your furniture.

 Click to play Pampered Pets on HSN – 45 min.

Other Pet Products Seen on HSN
In months prior, we have seen HSN sell the Royal Treatment Odor Free Pet Spray individually.

These collars present another opportunity for your pet to make a comfortable fashion statement.

These harness and collars are designed with features for your pet’s comfort, while you maintain control.

Pet Décor -- You can select a throw or a pillow for your home, embellished with artwork of your favorite breed.

Pet Shop on QVC

(Sample 1)

In QVC pet shows, we have heard show hosts use the phrase - “If you’ve never watched QVC before…”,
then, the host explains what the show is, and how the QVC ordering process works.
This practice indicates that QVC regards pet programming as a draw for first-time viewers and first-time
customers (in much the same way that they regard cooking shows).
As in the HSN shows, QVC selected a pet owner, Patti Reilly, as the Pet Shop host.

This PetWash Hose attaches to a sink faucet, without tools. A 30-feet stretch puts the shower nozzle and
integrated shampoo reservoir within easy reach of your tub.
One-handed operation leaves your other arm free to shampoo and control your animal.

The dog model for this demonstration is named “Grayson”.

QVC pet shows gave us our first look at QVC’s new bathroom set.

This collar contains a digital chip, on which you can record a message on behalf of your pet. If your pet
becomes lost, anyone can activate this waterproof tag to play the message with your name, address, phone
number, and any other pertinent information you wish to include about your pet.

You can record much more information than would fit on an engraved tag.
In addition, you can change the recording as many times as you like, if you need to change your contact
information in the event of moving, or traveling out of town with your pet.
QVC host Patti prefers to record her message as in her pet’s voice – “Hi. My name is Piper, and my Mommy
misses me. Please call her at…”

This clock is marked by photos of 12 different cat breeds. At each hour, the clock plays a 2-second recording
of an actual meow or purr from the specific cat type that the hour hand is resting on at that moment. An on-air
caller reported that her dog was fascinated by this clock.

These food and water bowls are hinged together. Both protect their contents with airtight lids.

These sealed bowls fold together to easily handle-carry your pet’s food and water when you go to outdoor
events or visit other’s homes. You can always be prepared, and your pet will always have a familiar dish, even
in unfamiliar surroundings.

Once again, another dog model demonstrated by taking a drink on the set. QVC sold 850 in 8 minutes, for a
rate of $1,930 per minute.

The battery-operated Panic Mouse swings a toy mouse wildly about from a flexible rod and string in a random
pattern of height, direction, and speed. Cats chase, leap about, grab, run, and lunge, trying to catch this toy. It
was voted Best New Product at this years APPMA Pet Products Show.

You must see the B-roll shown as a demonstration in the show video (viewable from a link within this report).
These cats were completely obsessed and occupied.

This toy was pitched as a means of giving your cat some exercise, as opposed to sleeping most of the day. In
addition, it can help you feel better about leaving your cat alone…knowing that it will have some entertainment.
Based on an 8-minute presentation, QVC sold 2,650 Panic Mice (a rate of $7,827 per minute).

As your dog rolls around and chases these Talk Treat balls across the room or yard, they dispense small treats
from holes on the side. In addition, these plastic balls play a message that you record for your pet,
encouraging them to continue chasing. The treats sized for this toy are low-fat and high in protein.

The studio demonstration with a dog named Tanner is something you simply must see in the show video. The
hosts and callers commented on how entertaining it was to see a pet chasing and scrambling about as he tried
to keep up with the ball, while also grabbing up the treats it dropped along the way.

We also saw a variety of breeds playing with the Treat Ball outdoors, on B-roll.

45,000 Talking Treat Balls have been sold on QVC previously. On this day, QVC sold 2,170 in 8 minutes,
earning a rate of $3,800 to $4,600 per minute.

 Click to play The Pet Shop (Show Sample 1) on QVC – 1 hr.

Pet Shop on QVC

(Sample 2)

Patti Reilly again hosted the Pet Shop show for QVC when it returned to broadcast a few months later.

A comfortable pet bed helps to keep your pet off of your bed.

B-roll showed features and benefits, such as a non-slip bottom, and a machine-washable cover.

Various dog sizes and breeds were shown using different sizes of this bed in the studio and on B-roll.

The B-roll producers went for emotional appeal with shots to tug at the heartstrings.

QVC sold 812 pet beds in 7 minutes, for a rate of $2,900-$5,000 per minute.

This Fun & Fitness Pet Play Pack was sold on the basis of pet exercise, pet safety, and owner convenience.
One of the primary components of this pack is a set of 3 Chuck-It balls. They may look similar to tennis balls,
but they are not.
The bleaches and coloring agents in tennis balls are potentially toxic to pets. Chuck-It balls have no such
ingredients, and additionally use a tougher rubber that does not disintegrate as easily as a tennis ball might be
chewed up.

With the Chuck-It throwing stick, you can pick up and throw a ball for you pet to retrieve…without using your
hands. A mesh pocket with a belt loop carries the ball when you are done.
The result? – No slimy hands for you.

A Frisbee can be hard to pick up and uncomfortable to hold in your dog’s mouth. The Flying Squirrel included
in this pack flies like a Frisbee, but it’s soft edges are easy and painless to grab and hold.

A belt-looped treat tote is also included for convenience during your dog’s outing.

Like HSN’s grooming products, QVC’s Hugs & Kisses shampoo also contains Aloe Vera and Jojoba oil. In
addition, Lecithin formulated into the Hugs & Kisses supplements and shampoo helps control shedding and
itching. Other natural ingredients help to neutralize odor, rather than simply masking it with a fragrance.

Maurice, an Irish Setter was the dog model for this shampoo demo on QVC’s bath set.

The Talking Treat Balls made a return appearance in this show.

QVC sold 3,100 in 9 minutes, earning a rate of $4,800-$5,850 per minute.

Although pet owners may have found it difficult to force their pets to swallow vitamin supplement capsules,
these Hugs & Kisses supplements are instead healthy soft treats.

Warren Eckstein, a pet expert regularly seen on the Today Show, is the Hugs & Kisses vendor.
For this QVC appearance, Eckstein brought 12-week old Wally…(Eckstein and Wally are seen below left…
ahem…uh…kissing each other in a special way. Once again, you would have to see the video).

Wally did not have a home when he arrived in the studio that morning. However, before the show, a QVC
staffer adopted Wally.

This retractable leash features a flexible length. You can release it long, or retract it short and lock the
length…then release it again.

84 clean-up poop bags are dispensed from a roll contained in the leash handle.

The PetWash Coiling Hose also made a return appearance. The dog being washed is Moby.

B-roll also showed the hose being drawn outside a window to wash a dog outdoors. Why not simply use a
garden hose? ---- Because, warm water is not available from an outdoor tap. And cold water would be
something uncomfortable that your pet would try to avoid during 3 seasons of the year.

QVC sold 1,150 in 8 minutes, earning a rate of $4,280 per minute.

A survey from the American Animal Hospital Association reports that 84% of pet owners refer to themselves as
their pet’s “parent”. This was a sentiment expressed by HSN and QVC show hosts, on-air guests, and
testimonial callers.
One caller expressed her gratitude to QVC for offering a pet show. She told Patti that her pets were her
children whom she spoiled. She warned that she would otherwise “go nuts” with her pet spending if it were not
for QVC.

 Click to play The Pet Shop (Show Sample 2) on QVC – 1 hr.

Murphy the QDog – A QVC Mascot
For years, QVC has had a canine mascot named Murphy, the QDog. His QVC web page is shown below.

___________________________________________________________________________________
We saw Murphy last year in one of QVC’s multi-category compilation shows, QVC Sampler.

Murphy was the model in QVC’s presentation of Minute Groom, a solution you spray and brush into your pet’s
coat.

It is a quick and convenient alternative to a full-fledged bath. It rids the pet of odor and improves the
appearance of his coat, allowing you to go longer between pet baths.

Again, we saw pet Before & After shots on B-roll.

QVC sold 3,720 units in two 8-minute presentations on April 23rd of last year, earning a rate of $3,900 per
minute.
Later in the year, QVC changed the text on Murphy’s web page, saying that he had “retired”. This year, his
web page disappeared without explanation. Through a phone call, we learned that Murphy is still living, and
has now been adopted by QVC host Dan Wheeler and his family.
So, why the retirement? As it turns out, American Kennel Club regulations do not allow their registered
animals to work in a commercial enterprise beyond a specified number of years. (Even dogs have a union.)

Pet Products on the QVC Web Site
QVC has a semi-autonomous web site relationship with Pets-Center. In fact, if you type in Pets-Center.com in
Internet Explorer, you can only go to their portal under QVC.com.

A pop-up box explains that QVC services Pets-Center orders, but disclaims that the merchandise and the site
content are solely from Pets-Center.

To review the Pets-Center products available through QVC.com, click the link below.

Pet Products on the HSN Web Site
HSN also offers pet products on their web site, grouped alongside pet themed décor, and pet motifs in apparel.

Click the image link below to visit the Pets section on the HSN web site.

